


Before choosing a package of aerial fireworks it is important that you know 
that the amount of effects distributed in certain time 

determines the intensity of the display.

 The shorter the time, the greater the intensity because the effects
are detonated faster one from another.
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Bombshells and fireworks cake.

A)* 10 bombshells plus 1 fireworks cake with multicolor effects and medium altitude. 
Duration of display 60 seconds. 
Price: $1,420.00 USD  

B)* 15 bombshells plus 1 fireworks cake with multicolor effects and medium altitude. 
Duration of display 60 seconds. 
Price: $1,610.00 USD 

C)* 20 bombshells plus 1 fireworks cake with multicolor effects and medium altitude. 
Duration of display 60 seconds. 
Price: $1,780.00 USD  

If you want to add extra big bombshells to make your display look more intense and with longer 
duration, the cost for each additional bombshell is $61.00 USD. The suggested timing for launching 
big bombshells is to shot one every 2 or 3 seconds to keep a good intensity of the fireworks dis-
play. If you want to add a medium-size fireworks cake to your display the cost is $600.00 USD 
each. Duration 40 seconds.

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P5c9a8TXdk
Options A, B or C includes transportation, labor setup, electronic console,

insurance, fire marshall permits, and taxes.

Options:

Also you can add one of owr new premium fireworks cake:
Fireworks cake with 100 effects. Price: $ 609.00 USD
Fireworks cake with  50  effects. Price: $ 429.00 USD
Fireworks cake with 25  effects.     Price: $ 287.00 USD
          (fireworks cakes are not sold separately)

Create a very special night with any of these great options, where we can combine 
the best pyro effects: aerial bombshells high and medium-altitude, comets, roman candles, 

and multicolor mines, all this with the special added value of a PYRO MUSICAL SHOW where 
the Fireworks will be synchronized with the music or song of your choice, 

by our computer software and electronic firing system FIREONE, making a beautiful 
and unforgettable visual effect for all your guests.

Includes transportation, labor setup, electronic console ,insurance, 
fire marshall permits, and taxes.

Audio system is not included. Song request should be sent at least 8 days prior to the event 
for programming, if not, we will use a pre-designed program.

Note: All fireworks listed prices are considered launching from mainland. In case property´s 
managment requires launching from the sea, due to safety regulations, rental of a barge is 

mandatory. In order to allow us launching the pyrotechnics at sea. 
Additional cost for barge rental is $600.00 USD

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hj1sCj3VDj4
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One medium fireworks cake with a beautiful collage of medium-altitude effects
 fired at a moderate tempo so that you can enjoy the show, 

plus 3 bombshells for the finale. Duration: 40 sec.
Price: $1,149.00 USD*  

If you want to add extra big bombshells to make your display look more intense, with 
longer duration and with a big finale! the cost for each additional bombshell is $61.00 usd.                            
The suggested timing for launching big bombshells is to shot one every 2 or 3 seconds to keep 
a good intensity of the fireworks display. If you want to add another medium fireworks cake 
(33 shots) to your display the cost is $600.00 USD each (duration 40 seconds). Also, you can   
combine your Fireworks with a small  Fireworks cake of medium-altitude with multicolor comets, 
flaming balls effects, duration 20 seconds, just add $250.00 USD for each one of this kind.  

Includes transportation, labor setup, electronic console, insurance, 
fire marshall permits, and taxes.

Design your own package:

Video link of effects: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BENZ01y0umY

Also you can add one of owr new premium fireworks cake:
Fireworks cake with 100 effects. Price: $ 609.00 USD
Fireworks cake with  50  effects. Price: $ 429.00 USD
Fireworks cake with 25  effects.     Price: $ 287.00 USD
          (fireworks cakes are not sold separately)

Note: All fireworks listed prices are 
considered launching from mainland. 

In case property´s managment requires 
launching from the sea, due to safety 

regulations, rental of a barge is 
mandatory. In order to allow us launching 
the pyrotechnics at sea. Additional cost 

for barge rental is $600.00 USD



Package with 8 fountains of sparks 3 meters height at ground level (minimum order)  
Price: $775.00 USD 

Additional fountains (gerbs): $29.00 USD each one 

Includes transportation, labor setup, electronic console ,insurance, 
fire marshall permits, and taxes. 

This package can not be divided, which means that 8 sparklers 
must be detonated at the same time.

Video link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3zkpIVmtpI

10 medium size sparklers (minimum order) 30 centimeters = 11.81 inches 
Price: $35.00 USD 

Will last 1 minute on
Additional medium sparklers: $3.50 USD each one, tax included.

(Doesn’t include special decoration)

10 big size sparklers (minimum order) 90 centimeters = 35.40 inches 
Price: $45.00 USD

Will last 2 minutes on.
Additional big sparklers : $4.50 USD each one, tax included . 

(Doesn’t include special decoration)

NOTE: Since sparklers are part of the items considered hazardous and, 
by US federal law, are prohibited from all flights, even for international 

shipping or courier, we offer you the local product and delivery service to your hotel, 
for your peace of mind.



Safety is always the number one concern when dealing with these types of effects. Traditional 
effects burn at 1200 degrees Fahrenheit, and cannot be stopped once they have been started. 
This can lead to all kinds of hazards and problems.
 
The SPARKULAR MACHINE operates at such cool temperatures; the sparks themselves are 
not flammable. The machines are also very smart and have multiply built-in safety protocols. 
You can control the start and stop of the effect at any time, so the machine cannot be abused 
in a manner. You now can control the time, height, volume this has never been achieved from a 
machine ever. This is the beginning of a new technology to the world of stage of effects.

Package with 6 indoor fountain machines (minimum order) 
Price: $1,077.00 USD

Package with 8 indoor fountain machines
Price: $1,288.00 USD

Video link: https://youtu.be/fQmSFrwa_co 

Includes consumable for 40 seconds, transportation, labor setup, 
electronic console, insurance, and taxes.

Additional fountain machine: $200.00 USD each one 



Great visual effect with a rain of thousands of silver and golden sparks.
This effect is for outdoor only.

Cascade   6 meters  = 19.68 feet   Price:  $1,130.00 USD

Cascade 12 meters  =  39.37 feet    Price: $1,719.00 USD 

Cascade 18 meters  =  59.05 feet     Price: $2,300.00 USD

Cascade 24 meters =  78.74 feet     Price: $2,920.00 USD

Additional Meter (3.28 feet):  $75.00 USD each one

Includes transportation, labor setup, electronic console, insurance, 
fire marshall permits, and taxes. Special structures for setting are not included.

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9zAtMiQw1k



Blaster including 3Kg= 7 pounds of silver metallic paper or white chine paper confetti: 
Price:$600.00 USD  

Videolink: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhKsX-5h8UM

Blaster including 3Kg= 7 pounds of other color metallic paper or 
other color chine paper confetti Price:$666.00 USD

Includes transportation, labor setup, and taxes.

This effects is always suggested for indoors events.

Machine with 4 Kg of slow rain of silver metallic paper or 
white chine paper confetti. Price: $520.00 USD

Machine with 4 Kg of slow rain of other color metallic paper 
or other color chine paper confetti  Price: $580.00 USD 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnFVFqSB1p0

Includes transportation, labor set up, and taxes. 
Does not include rental of crane and/or structures or 
rigging points for assembly.

This effect is always suggested for indoors events.

The first dance is one of the most magical moments of the evening. 
It’s when the newlyweds’ love is at its peak and when all the stress 

and drama of the event completely fades away. 

Have a fairy dust confetti rain set up above the dance floor to create a wow moment. 

The confetti could cascade down upon you either on a key change within the music 
or to mark the end of your first dance as a married couple. 

Two machines (minimum order) with 250 grams of confetti
Price: $450.00 USD

Videolink https://youtu.be/RViHqKt6jfw

Includes confetti, transportation, set up and taxes. 

Doesn’t include special or stage lighting.



Two bubbles machines: 
Price: $490.00 USD 
Includes bubble fluid for 45 minutes 
 
Includes transportation, labor setup, and taxes.

Video link https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4dnm3dQHiAA

Half hour of continuous big bubbles with smoke inside. Price: $480.00 USD 
Video Link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfU7689dzqc

Includes transportation, installation, set up, operation and special fluids.
Doesn´t include special decoration or lighting.

This effect is suggested for outdoors Smoke grenades of non-toxic color, not stain, duration approx, 1:30 min,
They can be switched on manually or several pieces at the same time with electronic ignition.

Package with 5 grenades with installation, set up and electronic activation.
 Price: $337.00 USD 

Individual grenade Price: $22.00 USD each one.

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv-ZaqxAufk
Doesn´t include special decoration. Colors subject to availability. 

This effect is suggested for outdoor day light events.





	

Create the perfect romantic scene with this beautiful effect: Our Theatrical snow machine blowers 
offer the look of real snow without the mess, discomfort or expense that would be involved with 
producing real snow, using evaporative artificial snow. We can supply special effect snow scene 
and winter effects that is amazingly realistic and looks as real as mother nature in any location. 

Our snow machines can cover large areas, when the cue is over 
the snow is gone in a couple of minutes with no stains.  

Create a special dance theme or a winter scene at your wedding reception.

Videolink: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpEx3SZCnD0

 Two snow machines including 1 gallons of evaporative snow fluid 
(enough for half hour of effect)

Price: $835.00 USD Additional snow machine: $422.00 USD
Includes transportation, labor setup, and taxes.

Low smoke machine: Create a magical effect for your first dance, 
and for the ambiance of your dance floor.

One  Low Smoke Generator: Price: $870.00 USD per event.
 Includes 1 CO2 tank of 25kg for 10 minutes of continuous effect. Additional tank: $175.00 usd

Includes: Transportation, labor setup, and taxes.

Blaster including 1 medium load of flower petals (30 sec.): 
Price: $666.00 USD  
Flower: Roses  Colors: white, pink or red.

Includes transportation, labor setup, and taxes. 

Videollink: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=g8S4nn-MjGg

  



Enhance your event, create a nightclub atmosphere to your party! Cryo-jets are cold no toxic 
CO2 gas jets. The smoke disappears immediately, they are electronically controlled. 

They can be installed from the floor pointing up or from the top of a truss pointing down 
to the dance floor.

2 Cryo-jets with one CO2 tank each one (minimum order). Each tank of 25 kilograms
lasts about 25 medium shots. Price:  $800.00 USD   

Video link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjkgdpnezAE
Additional Cryo-jet: $400.00 USD each. 

Includes transportation, labor setup, and taxes.

Doesn’t include special or stage lighting.

Gun with CO2 with harness for one 
9 kg tank. Each tank of 9 kilograms 
lasts about 10 short shots. 
Price: $490.00 USD

Video link: 
https://youtu.be/2eUWsAZQfV4

Includes transportation, operation 
and one tank of 9 kg of CO2. 

Doesn´t include special 
decoration or lighting.

Powerful smoke columns illuminated with advanced color mixing with RGBA LEDs, 
providing amazing effects for events and weddings. The impressive smoke output of over 
1,130 cubic meters per minute (40,000 cubic feet per minute), lasting up to 40 seconds, 

making it one of a kind. Mounting brackets allow the unit to be placed in three 
different positions: vertical, horizontal, or for downward shooting.

Two machines (minimum order) Price: $490.00 USD

Includes transportation, operation and taxes 

Doesn´t include special decoration or special structure for installation



Two Mini - Dragons (minimum order) with one 5 kg tank of propane gas it lasts approximately 
3 hours with intermittent shooting. Price: $713.00 USD

Additional Mini-flame projectors: $350.00 USD each

Includes transportation, labor setup, and taxes.

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9MQwp_zJ34

Deliver your Just Married LOVE message, your names initials, birthday, or even a marriage 
proposal with a high energy pyro effect made of individual fireworks lights.

Price according to number of letters and signs
Example: 3 letters or symbols (standard size 1.50 meters height per letter or symbol)  

2 Initials and 1 symbol Price: $1,285.00 USD  Additional letters $200.00 USD

Special design can be quoted depending on size.

Video link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgZs6kOY_wI
Includes transportation, labor setup, electronic console, insurance, fire marshall permits, and taxes.

The state of the art KVANT laser technology is here to deliver powerful and exciting 
shows for all of your needs!

Price: $2,400.00 USD per laser. 
Price may be adjusted according number of lasers requested and / or days of operation. 

Includes: transportation, labour setup, and taxes.

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Inwo3CfP53M&t=178s



A special occasion deserves a special event experience with a state of art 
technology: your wedding, anniversary, birthdays, just for fun, etc.

The sky and your creativity will be the limit.

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUM_uN-oyNs

The guest stands in front of the open-air photo booth and then view themselves ap-
pears on a large monitor. Instantly, random 3D props are loaded onto the screen and 

the guest is able to move and interact with them as if they are real! The guest is able to 
switch the random props by raising their right hand above their head and open it.  
Like magic hand gestures will make the booth operate without touching anything! 

Once the guests are ready to take their photo, 
they pull down the virtual gesture slider and 3..2..1.. snap! 

A memorable augmented reality photo is printed and handed to the guests.  

We are also utilizing a new technology that allows us to remove 
the backdrop without the need of a green screen backdrop. 

Guests can find themselves anywhere in the world or space with virtual props 
on them! Using cool photo backdrops or even video. 

You will  receive the valuable service of 3 devices for just one price: 
Augmented reality video and photography with gesture sensors,

digital photo booth, and green screen background. 

STANDARD package Price: $810.00 USD per 2 hours*

PREMIUM package Price: $1,045.00 USD per 3 hours*

DELUXE package Price: $1,475.00 USD  per 5 hours*

Includes all taxes, transportation, setup, staff,
* hours of service with free unlimited printed photos with standard personalized 

frame, one USB stick memory with all the digital images.  

We can make your creative ideas a reality with AR Photo Booth. 
Customized branding or special images will be quoted separately.

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUM_uN-oyNs



	

Takes photo booth fun to a whole new level. As guests walk up to the mirror, 
colorful animations and voice guidance invite them to engage in a magical, 

interactive “selfie” experience presenting a photo keepsake.

With a customizable workflow and layout builder, you can choose 
from a wide array of features to include in the interactive photo-taking experience. 

Choose to include voice guidance, gesture & movement detection, vibrant 
animations displayed on the mirror, touch screen photo-signing, colorful and fully 
customizable emoji stamping, an interactive “Screaming Contest”, social games, 

and a colorful photo countdown.

Video link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FieO0RRUUD0

The Mirror Me Booth comes with 200+ premium animations to choose from. 
The software supports loading custom animations created or purchased by you! 

This means you can fully personalize the experience delivered at an event. 
For instance, you can load animations featuring a corporate event, you can load 

branded animations to emphasize the corporate image. 
The potential of this dynamic feature is virtually unlimited. 
In addition, custom static images are supported as well.

MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT
Mirror Me Booth’s animations attract a wide array of populations with different language options

like Mandarin Chinese, Czech, Dutch, English, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Portuguese, 
Russian, Spanish and many more.

PHOTO SIGNING & STAMPING FEATURES
One of the most exciting features of the Mirror Me Booth is the optional, 

built-in Signing & Stamping Feature. Guests love having the ability to personalize their keepsake 
with this unique and interactive feature. When the Signature feature is included in a workflow,

guests will have the ability to draw or sign their name directly on the mirror, 
which will then be printed out on the final image.

The Signature Feature offers:
“Multi-Touch Support”, allowing up to 6 guests to get creative at the same time.

Apply a vibrant neon effect to the signature.
Change the pen’s size and color settings, including an option for random color selection.

An “Undo” button allows the user to undo strokes an unlimited number of times.
A “Clear Drawing” button allows the user to start the signature from scratch.

 You can let the user add stamps from a built-in collection and even add your own custom stamps 
to the selection.

	
STANDARD Package Cost :$ 850 USD  per 2 hours*

PREMIUM Package Cost: $1,050 USD per 3 hours*

DELUXE Package Cost :$1,250 USD  per 4 hours*

Video link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FieO0RRUUD0

Includes all taxes, transportation, setup, staff, hours of service with free unlimited printed 
photos with standard personalized digital frame, one USB stick memory 

with all the digital images. 

*Customized branding/theme or special images will be quoted separately.

	



A dynamic and truly revolutionary event experience to set your special celebration apart 
and light your social media on fire. The 360X Experience captures an amazing 

slow motion video from all angles.

Videolink: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwbkYE_4QQc
You can fit up to 4 people on our platform! We think having a group of people on the platform 

makes for a great 360X experience, guests stand on a platform using a slow motion arm 
to circle automatically around them. The result? Awesome content that can be shared 

within seconds: Press. Shoot. Share. It’s as simple as 1-2-3, and only needs you to press 
one button. The minimum space requirement for the 360 photo booth is 2.5 meters, 

with the maximum spread being 4 meters.. 

This is the perfect solution to social media savvy brides and grooms, our video shares are done 
digitally, usually by email or Airdrop. Shares are placed in a queue until the booth finds an internet 

connection, at which time it will send videos to your guests. 
Live Facebook, Instagram or Twitter sharing requires a live internet connection.

STANDARD Package Cost :$ 1,485 USD  per 2 hours
PREMIUM Package Cost: $1,950 USD per 3 hours
DELUXE Package Cost :$2,250 USD  per 4 hours

Videolink: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqVRwQQMzBs
Includes: 360 Video platform, Sharing videos IPAD, Unlimited 360 videoclips, 

surrounding video lighting ,basic props and taxes
 Not included : Decoration, backdrops, close circuit system, additional screen, customized branding.

Is an innmersive virtual reality experience designed for events.
This software allows a guest to paint in a 3D virtual environment, 

while others watch on a live mixed reality feed.

Guests can instantly share their experience to social media, email and text message.
VR Brush is fully brandeable and can be customized from the ground up for every event.

PHOTO IMPORT
Connect VR Brush to Photo Booth Upload 
on your Photo Booth to instantly insert 3D photos 
of your guest into the VR Brush environment.

VR PAINTING
Guests paint in virtual reality with a variety of colors, patterns 
and objects. Each session is controlled by a custom time 
limit set per event.

MIXED REALITY
Composite and record a live view of the guest painting 
in the virtual environment and broadcast to a monitor 
viewed in real time.

VIRTUAL PHOTOS
Guests can share photos taken from any angle in the virtual 
experience with a virtual camera and a 360 degree 
panoramic output of their paintings.



ENVIRONMENTS
Select from a collection of virtual environments provided with 
the software an add custom elements, or design and import 
an entirely new environment.

PAINT
Edit the color, size and texture of paints or import patterns 
and objects to use for painting.

ACTIONS
Trigger an action that occurs within the virtual environment 
based on the guest movements, fireworks, audio cues, ani-
mations and more.

PAINT TOOLS
Import different brushes, rollers, spray paint, paintcannons, 
or a custom designed tool for guest to use while painting.

Video Link: https://youtu.be/Lmbdykdq9ro

A professional artist can create a beautiful paint for a unique live performance at your fine event.

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/300634560

VR BRUSH Experience software 
Price: $2,500.00 USD From 1 up to 5 hours of service
 
VR BRUSH Experience with Green Screen for Mixed Reality
Price: $3,500.00 USD From 1 up to 5 hours of service
 
VR Artist perfomance experience: 
Price: $3,650.00 USD 2 hours perfomance (Led wall screen not included)

Amaze your guests with this special give away as a souvenir of your event, these 
eye-opening glasses have specially treated holographic lenses that enhance all fireworks 

shows. They bend the light of the fireworks (and other lights) to create a magical 3D 
holographic pattern, that way your guests will see hundreds of shapes or phrases on the 
sky right at the moment when the fireworks explode in the air, their amazed faces and the 

WOWs! that you will hear, will make the night even more special and unforgettable 
for everybody.

Video link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kW4b2ktz-3g

Price: $4.00 USD each one (tax included)

The packages are only suggestions, we can adjust an ideal package 
according to your needs.

• This is a safe activity when is operated by professionals.

•  For safety is not allowed to use fireworks under fabrics, huts or
any burning materials.

•  Only our staff can decide launching points in agreement with the authorities.

• We reserve the right to suspend, postpone or cancel launching
if safety conditions are not favorable.
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